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ABSTRACT
X-ray precession patterns of schroeckingerite crystals from Moab, Utah, show that
the mineral has triclinic pseudo-hexagonal symmetrS'. I)imensions of the unit cell containing 2(NaCa:Uor(Cog)rSonF 10Hro) are a:9.60*0.01 A, b:9.62+0.01 A, e:r4.46
+0.01 A, a:91"42'*10', B:91"48'+10', a\d. t:l2}o05'+10'.
T h e s p a c eg r o u p i s P T
or P1. When the material is dried at 75' C., it losessix of the ten water molecules. The unit
cell of the product has a:b:9.52+002
A, c:11 10+0.02 A, a:95*5o, P:93+5'
and "y:69'96'+15', and its space group is also Pf or Pl with Z:2.

INrrrooucrrou
Single crystals of schroeckingerite,NaCa3UO2(COB)3S04F'10H2O'
were examined by Hurlbut (1954), who reported that the crystals were
or Cm?rr. From
orthorhombic, with the probable space group CnxT?tnL
Hurlbut's determination, it was thought these crystals would provide a
relatively easy determination of the four uranium positions in the unit
cell. However, the presentwork showsthat the structure has lower symmetry.
DBscnrpuoN ol rHE Cnvsrer-s
The samples containing the single crystals of schroeckingeritewere
collectedby ProfessorJ. W. Gruner and the author in the summer of
1952from the Shinarump No. 3 Nline, Sevenltlile Canyon, near \Ioab'
Utah. The specimensare from silty stringersin the Shinarump conglomerate. The rock as a whole is very porous and an ideal Iocality for crystai
growth from evaporating aqueoussolutions, which probably produced
these well-formed schroeckingeritecrystals. X{ost of the crystals grew
into small cavities, attached along one edge of the pseudo-hexagonal
plate. Abundant gypsum is also present.
l,Iacroscopically,the crystals are transparent, yellow-green,pseudohexagonalplatcs which are very soft and easily bent. Their dimensions
vary up to a maximum of one millimeter in diameter and 0.02 mm. thick.
There is a decidedtendency for one pair of opposite edgesto be shorter
than the others, suggestinga pseudo-orthorhombichabit rather than
pseudo-hexagonal.
l,[icroscopically,most of the apparently singlecrystals
are aggregalesof severalcrystals and show complex extinctionsin polarized light. Thesecrystalsare typified by the photographgiven by Hurlbut
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(1954). Several single crystals, free of secondary growths, were found
which gave sharp extinctions under a polarizing microscope.
Oprrcar, Pnoppnuns
The optical constants for several crystals were measured, and the
averagesare Iisted in Table 1 with Hurlbut's data. The indices and
pleochroismare in excellentagreementwith his values, and 2Y, which was
measuredon a universal stage with hemispheresof index n:1.554, is
alsoin reasonableagreement.The differenceof 0.001betweenthe B index
Talr,r
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and 7 index, which Hurlbut emphasized,was noted in the presentstudy.
During the determinationof 2V it was observedthat the acute bisectrix,
which should be normal to the plane of the plate if the crystal is orthorhombic, deviated from the normal by approximately one degree.This
departure may be within experimentalerror and, therefore,is not strong
enough evidence to eliminate the possibility of classifying the crystal as
orthorhombic. The optical orientation noted is X perpendicularto the
plate, Y in the plane of the plate perpendicularto the short edge,and Z
parallel to the short edge,which correspondswith Hurlbut's orientation:
X:co, Y:60, and Z:at
UNrr Car,r, AND SpACEGnoup
Precessionpatterns about the c-axisand two axesnearly at 90o to the
c-axis were obtained from two single crystals using molybdenum Ka(tr
:0.71074) and p:39". One crystal was oriented with the rotation axis
normal to the plane 110 and essentiallyparallel to Y, and very clear
hk\, hhI, hk2, hk3, hk4, and iihl lHurlbut's lhl) zones were obtained.
The other was mounted at a corner of the plate with the rotation axis
normal to the plane 210, and patterns oI hk\ and 2It, h, I (H:urlbu:t'sh,
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3ii. l\ were made. l,linor differencesin relative intensitieswere observed
when the 2fr0patterns of the two crystalswere compared,but the over-all
features were almost identical. Both hk} zones and the hhl and 2h, h, I'
zonesshowedthe required center of symmetry; the upper level patterns
showed no symmetry at all.
If the crystal were orthorhombic, the optical orientation would require
one crystallographicaxis normal to the plane of the plate and the other
two in the plane. Becauseinrn symmetry is not observedin the hk} zones,
the orthorhombic possibility is ruled out. If the crystal were monoclinic,
the optical orientation would require the unique axis to lie either parallel
to X, which is normal to the plate, or parallel to Y or Zinthe plane of the
T rttt t 2. Psnuoo-oltroRlroMBrc
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plate. The latter possibilities(unique axis equal Y or Z) would require the
hh\ zone to have vwn symmetry and all upper Ievels along the c-axis to
have m symmetry; while the former orientation (unique axis equals X)
would require Z symmetry of all these zones and ncnc symmetry of hltl
and 2h, h,l. Becauseneither set of conditionsis present,the crystal must
be triclinic with the space group either P1 or Pl. The morphology
strongly indicates P1.
The cell most nearly correspondingto Hurlbut's orthorhombic ceil is
given in Table 2, and his valuesare also listed for comparison.Using four
formula units with a formula weight of 888.56,the calculated specific
gravity is 2.550, which compareswell with the value of 2.544 given by
Hurlbut. For triclinic symmetry this cell is twice as large as necessary'
and only two formula units are in the unit cell. Becausetriclinic symmetry does not specify a unique set of axes, a cell was chosento correspond with the Delaunay (1933) reduced cell. This triclinic cell is related to the pseudo-orthorhombiccell by the reciprocallattice reiations
a*: ao*- bo*,b* : ao*-lbo*, and c*: c6*,where the subscript (o) indicates
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the orthorhombic parameters.The resulting cell dimensionsare as follows:
a : 9 6 0 + 0 0 1A
b : 9 . 6 2 + 0 . 0A1
r : 1 4 . 4 6 + 0 . 0A
1

a: 9l'42'*10'
A: 91"48'1-70'
'y:120"05' + l0'

Volume:1154 A3

The cell is very nearly hexagonal, having a ? angle oI 120" within the
I i m i t s o f e r r o r .a n d a n a x i a l r a t i o o f a ; b : c : 0 . 9 9 7 9 : 1 : 1 . 5 0 3 1 .T h e m a t r i x
transforming Nliller indices given by Hurlbut to correspond with this cell
IS

f
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CoNcr,usroNs
In view of the optical evidence,the very close agreementin orthorhombic cell parameters,and the fact that they are from the samesource,
the crystals usedfor this study are believedto be identical with the ones
usedby Hurlbut. Possiblytwinning could explain the orthorhombic symmetry which he reported, although none was noted in this study. The
variation in relative intensitiesnoted in the hh\ zonesof the two crystals,
usedin this study, may be due to a differencein water content which was
shown by Hurlbut to affect the optical constants of a schroeckingerite
from Argentina.
TUB DBnyoRATroN Pnooucr
Several good crystals of schroeckingeritewere dried in an oven at
75o C. for about 4 hours and then placed in a desiccatorover anhydrous
CaSOa.The crystals were cloudy and appearedto be somewhatporous.
The (001) face was pitted, and under the petrographic microscopethe
crystals lying on this face showed undulatory extinctions. The opticai
propertiesof the dehydratedmaterial are given in Table 3. The difference
in the a indices may be experimental error becauseof the difficulty of
standing a thin plate on edgein immersion oils and the cloudinessof the
crystals.As nearly as could be determinedon the imperfect crystals,the
optic axis is normal to the plane of the plates. A slight separationof the
isogyres,indicating a maximum 2V of 5", was observedduring rotation
of the nearly uniaxial interference figure. This separation could be
causedby distortionsin the crystalsand thereforeis not definitely estabIished.
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X-Ray Data
The optical data indicate that only zonesparallei or normal to the hk}
zone need be examinedto reveal the symmetry relationships.Precession
patterns using molybdenum Ka radiation and p:3go were obtained of
'Ihe
hkU pattern was very
the hk}, hkl, and }kl' zonesfrom one crystal.
clear and lattice parameterscould be measuredwith someaccuracy.The
hkl zonewas nearly as sharp,but somestreakingof the spotsdue to warping of the crystal was evident. The hk\ zoneshowed6-fold symmetry, but
the hhI zone showedno symmetry. The 0ft1pattern showedsharp reflections only along 001,and very diffuse reflectionssmearedout parallel to
001were noted for values of fr up to 9. \4rhenthis 0ft1pattern is examined
closely,the ft-streaksreveal intensity variations giving the pattern only
the required center of symmetry. Using the same reasoning as for
schroeckingeriteon the relationships between optical data and *-ray
data, the symmetry for thesecrystalscan be no higher than triclinic. The
unit cell is very nearly hexagonal, differing only in the departure of the
c-axisby a few degreesfrom normal to the oD-plane.Becauseof the poor
O f r /p a t t e r n i t w a s i m p o s s i b l et o d e t e r m i n et h e d e p a r t u r ea c c u r a l e l y 'a n d
Tlnr,n 4. Crr,r, CoNsr.lNts lon Dnnvonarnl
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only estimated angles ca' be givcn for a and.13.T'he celr constants are
given in Table 4, with Hurlbut,s valucs for comparison.

CoNcrusroNs
when *-ray diffraction patterns of the dehydrated material are compared with the correspondingzonesof schroeckingerite,
there are actuaily
only small differencesin relative intensities, indicating that the main
features of the structure are retained on dehydration. The hexagonal
symmetry of the hk\ photograph of the dehydrate indicates that the
projection of the structure along the c-axis must have approximately
hexagonalor trigonal symmetry even though the whole structure does
not possessthis symmetry. That the structure is not hexagonalas originally proposedis strongiy suggestedby the large number of atoms in
special positions which would be required to accommodate only two
formulas per unit cell of the dehydrated material. careful measurements
oI the hk\ intensitiesmay show departuresfrom hexagonalsymmetry in
that zone also.
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